Candidate for ASVC Director of External Affairs

Valentina Cordoba Uribe

Biology Major

Hello, I am Valentina Cordoba Uribe and I am running for ASVC's Director of External Affairs. I am a student for the students, and I will incorporate my skills, talents, and experiences to this position. I have worked in many social, and contributing environments that have enable me to reach an optimal level in achieving great things that will benefit the student body on our campus. I have helped out our community in various ways and work well in groups which is vital since, ASVC is a group effort made for the benefits of the students. I started as a volunteer for ASVC's Feed A Pirate. This has inspired me to run and try to continue, expand, and improve programs such as these for our students. I plan to work hard to improve student needs at Ventura College and notify our students of benefits that are offered here on campus. I plan to promote equity and also help and try to find out of ways to help our student community grow and excel. With this wonderful opportunity of running for Director I hope to help, learn, grow and improve our campus, and services for the students here in Ventura College.